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Follow us on:

¡SE HABLA ESPAÑOL!
Holloway Houston is the leading provider of superior lifting products and services to the energy and construction markets worldwide.

Holloway’s large inventories, quality manufacturing, value added services, testing facilities, and state of the art equipment, deliver a unique combination of synergies throughout the different layers of your business. Holloway’s ISO 9001:2000 certification and over 200 experienced and dedicated employees provide quality and innovative solutions for real time needs.
Holloway Houston manufactures and assembles a wide variety of slings and premier lifting appliances for the Oilfield, Construction, OEM, Aerospace and other industries.

All wire rope slings manufactured by Holloway are not only proof tested to twice the recommended working load limit, they also have a design factor of 5:1, thus making them amongst the safest slings available in the marketplace.

Upon request, customers are given a complete Data Book in which is recorded the traceability of each sling. Each and every sling manufactured by Holloway Houston has attached a heavy-duty, stainless steel tag which is marked with a unique invoice number, thus enabling Holloway to provide not only the wire rope mill certificates, but also the proof test and conformance certification, MTR’s and any other information that may be requested by the customer, thus completely detailing the entire lifecycle of the sling.
Holloway Houston offers the widest variety of synthetic slings in the industry. Quality is our top concern, as all of our slings are manufactured at our facility in Houston, TX, in conformance with the most stringent of standards. With ranges in capacity from 1 Ton to over 1000 Tons, synthetic slings can be utilized to make your next lift, while reducing the weight of your rigging and the time it takes to rig the lift.

We proudly offer a wide variety of synthetic sling to select from for your job specific needs. Nylon, polyester roundslings, high performance spectra roundslings, plasma eye and eye slings, plasma grommets, are just a sample of the options available. We also, provide many different options to protect your slings from abrasive damage and cutting, from cordura padding to polypropylene coating.

**Flat Web Slings**
- Flat web slings can be useful for many applications. HHI provides its customers with several choices in order to meet their needs, including twisted, flat, or folded eyes, nylon or polyester material, padded eyes or sleeved, etc.

**Roundslings**
- All of our roundslings are manufactured at our facility in Houston, TX in accordance with the standards of the WSTDA and ASME B30.9. With several machines available for production, and a large staff on hand, we can meet the tightest lead times, while still providing the Made in the USA quality that our customers require.

**HHIPerLift Spectra Slings:**
- An exceptional lightweight, high capacity sling, that can be used for lifts ranging from 18 tons to over 1000 tons at a 5:1 safety factor. These slings are adaptable to many environments and each one is proof tested to twice its working load limit before shipping to the customer. We have manufactured and utilized these slings to lift in real life conditions. Our current heaviest lift is 1200 tons with HHIPerLift’s!

**Fiber Rope Division**
- With over 70 years of combined experience, our staff is as knowledgeable and competent in the manufacturing and applications of fiber rope and cordage. We can fabricate and test any size and construction of fiber rope there is.

*Ask us about our Hammerhead Slings*
There is no doubt that Rental can prove more cost-effective than opposed to outright purchase, particularly when the items are only used periodically and the cost of purchase is extremely high.

Holloway Houston provides a broad selection of rental rigging equipment with flexible time periods and competitive pricing. Ideal for short term or one project use, HHI has the fully maintained and certified equipment you require, when and where you need it.

Trained and experienced technicians provide professional turnkey service for Water Bag Load Testing, Solid Weight Load Testing, Specialty Weighing Service and Equipment, Center of Gravity Calculations, Calibration Services and more.

MORBAR
Holloway Houston’s MORBAR Spreader Bars and Rigging Rental Division has a worldwide presence in the engineering, manufacturing and assembly of spreader bars, wire rope slings and associated rigging.

We offer a complete assortment of related rigging components.

Load Measuring Equipment Calibration
Drawing from a large inventory of Hydraulic Jacks, Load Shackles, Running Line Tensioners, Anti-two Block systems and other measuring equipment, Holloway Houston provides the equipment and experience for Turnkey Service at our shop or at your site.

Holloway sells, rents, calibrates and repairs providing infield services for multiple applications.
With over 13 test beds available on premises, Holloway Houston’s Testing Department offers an array of testing options up to 5000 tons for any lifting component.

HHI is capable of performing proof load and break tests up to 10 million pounds on wire rope, synthetic ropes, slings and assemblies, oilfield equipment, tools and a variety of specialty products.

Our staff consists of experienced and qualified personnel who ensure the testing will meet customer and industry standards and guidelines. To offer the best service available, HHI test beds are computer driven and equipped with modern data retrieval software to print and store precise load test charts.

In addition, HHI’s Testing Department is capable of providing reports on the following:

- Fatigue Performance
- Stress Data
- Elongation
- Temperature
- Continuity
- Strain Gauging
- Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
- Advanced Vishay Data Collection System

Cyclic Testing

In order to demonstrate reliability of a product and to obtain data in different real world conditions, Holloway Houston’s special Testing Department offers a whole new level of Cyclic Testing.

Holloway Houston’s special Testing Department performs Cyclic Testing which can demonstrate not only the capacity of a product when new, but also the performance over time, looking at how issues like wear and corrosion interact with the product over its lifetime.
Holloway Houston has a special Technical Services division staffed by a unique team of engineers and designers/drafters. They will work in conjunction with our Sales, Fabrication and Inspection divisions to help design and produce specialist products and streamline those processes to enable the customer to keep up to date with the fast pace demands of the oil and gas industries.

This division is able to plan and develop specialized testing, spreader bar & lifting beams design and certifications, and rigging packages & consultant services for every project size. All drawings associated with these individual products and services are available in both 2-D and 3-D formats.
Holloway Houston has long been known throughout the oil industry as the premier provider for the sales and rental of rigging equipment. However, the engineering and manufacturing expertise that has been built up over the years in maintaining this reputation has enabled HHI to provide an entire range of custom fabrication capabilities in some of the following equipment:

• Lifting Beams
• Lifting Frames
• Spreader Bars

Speciality Lifting Equipment

The list is endless, as the scope of customers’ specific and custom-made equipment continues to change, whilst the oil and gas industry increases its demanding requirements and expertise. HHI continues to meet these exacting demands, purely as a result of its reputation within the industry, coupled with the expertise and dedication of its specialized staff and unique equipment.
Holloway Houston provides a broad selection of rental rigging equipment with flexible time periods and competitive pricing. HHI has the fully maintained and certified equipment you require, when and where you need it.

Trained and experienced technicians provide professional turnkey service for water bag load testing, specialty weighing service and equipment, center of gravity calculations, calibration services and more.

Holloway Houston has, since 1989, been recognised as the World’s Largest Distributor of The Crosby Group. HHI currently stocks a broad assortment of fittings and accessories for “in stock” pickup or delivery.

Holloway’s highly experienced sales team have become experts in obtaining and distributing a complete line of quality products, which incorporates the broad assortment of fittings and accessories that a customer may require, even at short notice, anywhere in the world.

Rigging Attachment & Fittings

Holloway Houston is committed to providing the quality fittings, attachments, and accessories our large and expanding customer base requires. Partnered with leading manufacturers from around the world, we supply domestic and imported products including:

- Alloy chain fittings
- Eye bolts
- Hoists
- Links
- Pad eyes
- Shackles
- Swage fittings
- Thimbles
- Wedge sockets
- Wire rope pullers
- Blocks
- Eye nuts
- Hooks
- Load binders
- Quick release hooks
- Snakes
- Swivel hoist rings
- Turnbuckles
- Wire rope cutters
- Wire rope slips
- Container & deck lashing fittings
- Hand swaging tools/sleeves
- Latch assemblies
- Master links
- Rings
- Sockets
- Swivels
- Web sling fittings
- Wire rope grips
SETTING THE STANDARD IN LIFTING SOLUTIONS
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